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ABSTRACT
LOF.TG TERM IMPLICATIOI{ ON MALE CHILDREII'I
WHO WITNESS II{TERPARENTAL VIOLENCE
Michelle M. Erlandson
${ay 1998
The immediate effects of family vrolence on child wrtnesses are well documented.
Even wrth this information children often do not receive any services particularly if
they have not been physically harmed. What is less evrdent are the long term effects of,
familv violence on child witnesses. This study gathered data via a questionnaire from 25
males who were attending a domestic violence education program for assaulting their
female partner. The questionnaire addressed childhood experiences such as the
witnessing of parental violence, conflict resolutron methods observed in childhood and
discipline methods used in the home. Additionally, the questionnaire asked about current
adult partner relahonship conflict and discipline methods used wrth participant children
These findings indicated that 88% of the male participants who had been violent in their
adult partner relationship had also witnessed and/ or erperienced violence in their home
as a child.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODLiCTIOI\
Issue of Family Violence
The issue of family violence in the home has been rvell documented There is
significant endence that women are abused in their home in great numbers It is
estimated that 3-l miltion women are beaten each year by their male partner (Davis,
1995). Women are nine times more ar risk for danger in their homes then the-v" are on the
street (Bue[, 1993) The focus of this research is on male violence or abuse toward
female partners because 95% of those who are assaulted are in fact women bytheir male
partner (Davis, 1995). Partner refers to both married and non- married couples whose
relarronship involves vrolence. Often mamage is thought of as a way to end the violence
however, there is no conelation between married and non- mamed couples as a *'ay to
ensure against violence in the home (Falchikov, 1996).
Significance- of the Problem
The significance of family violence is that it has implications for the entire
family. Family violence elcposes women to emohonal harm as well as physical inlunes
rvhile men are allowed to carry on destructive behavior pafterns. Additionally, a large
number of these families have children that are also exposed to or involved in these
vrolent episodes. Some children are exposed to violence before they are born due to
violence that occurs dunng pregnancy (Buel, 1993) It is also estimatedthat 3.3 million
children are exposedto parental violence each year (Jaffe, Wolfe & Wilson, 1990).
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Children are often forgotten and overlooked as also being a victim when family violence
has taken,place One study of police response found that often there is no inquirv into
the well being of the children or if they had been somehow involved (Brookoff, 1997)
There ts substantral informahon available regarding the implicatrons of child abuse
especially rvhen the abuse is physical or sexual. However, not as much is alailable
surroundrng the implicahons of emotronal abuse and neglest to children. This mav be
due in part to the diffrculty in measunng emotional abuse and neglect. It has been
documented however, that emotional abuse is usually more psvcholoEcally damagrng
than Phvsical abuse (Stosny, 1995). There is also a hi*qh correlation between domestic
violence, child abuse and juvenile delinquency Children need not be physically abused
to become delinquent. Witnessing the violence to their mother is enough to cause
delinquency (Buel, 1993).
A significant amount of information is also known regardrng the immediate
effects of family vrolence on children such as aggressive behaviors and tantrums. What
is known about long term implications is that children who are exposed to famil,,-
uolence in the home are at a higher risk of using abusrve behavrors in their adult
relationships (Walker, 1995). However, the majorit-v of information available is focused
on the short term effects on children.
What remains undefined and unclear is the long term impact on these children
once they become adults and form adult relationships. Therefore, the focus of this
literature revtew will be on what is known abor:t the erposure of interparental abuse in
terms of short and long term effects particularty in males. There is very little known
about the impactthat family violence cames into adulthood. It is also unclear if the
witnessing of family violence or a combination of wrtnessing famity violence and child
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abuse have long terrn implications. Due to the information that is unavailable in the
literature, the purpose of this study will be to examine if men who have been abusrve
toward their female partner had wrtnessed and/ or experienced family violence by
parental figures in therr childhood.
Prevalence of the Problem
Violence directed toward women by their male partners has been an issue
throughout history It is now estimated that one out of every two women wrll be in a
violent relationship in her lifetime (Buel, 1993). This fype of violence is the most
common source of injuries to women in this country (Kesner, Julian & McKenry, 1997)
and in factT1oh of female homicides are perpetrated by male partners. Approximatelv,
6 million women are assaulted by their male partner each year and of these 1 8 million
are severe assaults resulting in visible injuries or requiring medical afiention (Straus,
I995) This number may be even higher than projected due to the fact that there are no
laws that mandate the reporting of partner assault (Walker, 1988) Additionally, more
women are in3ured by their male pafiner than by car accidents, muggings or rapes
combined (Jaffe, Wolfe & Wilson, 1990) To put the problem in perspective it becomes
clearer when one considers that dunng the Viet Nam War, the United States lost 39,000
soldrers. In that same penod of time, 1967 to 1973, 17,300 women and children were
killed by a family member (Grusrnski, Bnnk & Edleson, 1988).
It is also estimated that up to 70a/o of men who abuse their wives also abuse their
children (Kura 1989) and out of these children, large numbers witness their mother's
beanngs. Chllften are reported to be witness to these assaults on their mother 68 to 87o/o
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of the time (Straton, 1993). However, the number of children who wrtness these assaults
ma-y.' be in fact higher considenng that all children rvho were intemewed revealed
detailed descnptions of violent episodes between their parents while their parents were
unaware that the children had indeed wrtnessed the assaults.
The proceeding chapter will review the theones that are relevant to family
vtolence for the purpose of this research Additronally, the literature that is available on
family violence andthe role it plays in the lives of the children who live with it will be
discussed.
For the purpose of this research the following question will be addressed
Do boys who grew up in homes witnessing and/ or erpenencing domestic vrolence use
similar behaviors in their adult partner relationships?
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CHAPTER II
LITERATT-TRE REVIEW
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The followrng three theones wrtl be introduced in connection with the literature
that is available on domestic violence andthe impact that plays on the lives of the
children who [ve it. Although there are other theones that are used in the area of
domestrc vrolence, the following three theones were found to tre into thrs literature
revlew
Social Learning T-heor,v
Social leaming theory is one that appears often in the literature on family
vrolence. This framework examrnes the impact of social influences on one's behavror
which are in part what one would include as the home environment (Nichols, 1995).
Some say that the family is the "eradle of vrolence" whereas the child learns to be violent
from watching and being exposed to such behaviors in the home and then carrying that
behavror into adulthood (Gondolf 1985) Within this framework, it is found that boys
tend to model aggression whereas Erls model more passive behaviors as had been
observed by the parent of the same sex (Silvgffi , 1989). Within this framework, children
who witness or expenence family violence would learn that it is acceptable to use
aggressrve behavior toward another family member rf it allows one to get what they
want.
Attachment Theofy
Attachment theory is one that has started to appear in connection 
'with family
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violence relating to children as well as adults. Attachment theory holds the perspective
that attachment is a basic human need that must be met and formed in childhood, usuallr
bv the ages of trvo or three years (Nichols, 1995) [f these attachments are not formed
there often are immediate as rvell as future implicatrons. Children whose parents are
available and show support receive the message that thev are capable of coptng and also
worthy of assrstance if needed. Whereas, children whose parents are unresponsive and
unavailable get the message that they are not worthy and not lovable (Bowlby, 1979) If
children in homes where family vrolence is occumng are not afforded the opportunir,r*'to
form secure attachments, that wrll carr.v into their adult relationships. Without forming
attachment relatronships, often one becomes envious, jealous and may carry anger and
rage (Holmes, 1996).
It is the belief of Stosny (1995), that men who exhibit abusive behaviors never
were able to form attachment relationships dunng childhood because of
the turmoil in the home either directed at them or between their parents. As a result one
is left wrth what Stosny defines as "core hurts." These core huns leave one with the
feeling of being unwanted" unimportant, powerless and unlovable. In tum this leads to
low self esteem and the need to control external vanables such as those rvrth whom thev
are intimately involved. Balcom ( 1991) also states a comparable view that men use
wolence to defend against their inadequacy and core feelings of sharne rather then tryrng
to eliminate those feelings. Once these men can learn to regulate their anger and realize
that the incident that precipitates their anger is not a reflection on them as a person, they
can leam to solve issues without using anger and vrolence. The ultimate goal is to heal
the "core hufis" and reestablish self esteem. Once this is accomplished, men are able to
form adult attachment relatronships without hurnng family members.
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Stress TheorT
Another theory that may be used in relation to famity violence is stress theor-r'.
Stress theory implies that vrolence may develop as a way of coping \trth extreme
amounts of stress. Stress theory assurnes that the malontv of indrviduals are able to
r,,rthstand srress and at trmes in substantrally high doses. However, high levels of srress
over an extended amount of one's life span often wrll push individuals into acting out
behavrors such as aggression and vrolence (Kratcoski, 1984). Children who are born into
violent homes and continue to witness or experience violence into teen years may carry
this built up sffess into their inomate relatronshrp. With the added pressure of adulthood,
these young men who have learned it is acceptable to hurt family members, wrll
eventually explode over time.
Children as Witnesses of Family Violence
The impact on children wrtnessing abuse between their parental figures appears to
be tar more prevalent than is realized. Often parents feel children are too small to
understand or that they are asleep dunng the eprsodes of abuse. This is often not the
case. [t is estimated that 85% of children witness the assault (Brookoff, O'Bnen, Cook,
Thompson & Williams, 1997). Additionally, these children were found to act out
aggressively immediately follo*ing the violent incident in the presence of others that
they perceived as safe such as police officers. Most young children witnessing violence
in the home were found to be non- communicatrve and have a flat affect immediately
following the incident (Silvem, 1989). Others have found symptoms of children living
in home environments where abuse was occumng to be depression, anxiety, problems in
school, hyperactivity, low self esteem, frequent anger or crying or showing no feelings at
all (Stosny, 1985).
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Others feel that most observers of parental abuse are not younger children but in fact
older children (Falchikov, 1996). [t seems unlikely that parental vrolence would be
regulated to onlv occur in the presence of older children. The assumption here may be
that only older chiidren can comprehend what is occumng. So rvhen asked if younger
children have observed violence, parental response may be "no" under the belief that the
chrldren were too young to know rvhat was occumng or that they felt the children \t'ere
asleep and unaware of these incidents. What seems clear is that children who are
erposed to family vrolence often develop symptoms that are similar to other children
who have been abused or neglected (Walker, 1995). Straton ( 1993) captures the essence
of the implications of children as family violence wttnesses statrng :
Children who live in a battering relationship experience the most insidious form
of child abuse. Whether or not they are physically abused is less important than the
psvchological scars they bear watching their tathers beat their mothers. They learn to
become a part of a dishonest conspiracy of silence. They learn to lie to prevent
inappropriate behavior, and they learn to suspend fulfillment of their needs rather than
nsk another confrontahon They do extend a lot of energy- avoiding problems Thev ltve
in a rvorld of make-believe. (p 9)
Gender Differences in Children
There is also evidence to suggest difference s in behavior based on the child s
gender by the time they reach school age (Jaffe, Wolfe, & Wilson, 1990). The tendencv
found was for girls exposed to family violence to be more passive and withdrawn.
Whereas, boys were found to have behaviors that were aggressive and disruptive (Suh"
1990) Boys wrtnessing vrolence also rated high on behavlors such as lack of
concentration, restlessness, meanness to others, temper tantrums and being argumentative
(Gamache, 1989). When looking at boys ages l1-20 who were doing trme for homicide,
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it was discovered that 63% had committed the offense against their motheCs batterer
(Buel, 1993) Falchikov (1996) found that boys tend to hold a more negatrve oprnion of
women than grrls held of men. Additionally, boys were found to have a greater tolerance
tbr vrolence against women than grrls did against men.
Studies have also shown that males experience a higher percentage of violence bl'
their parents than grrls and that the impact of family vrolence is greater on males than it
is on females (O'Keefe, 1996). One possible explanation forthis may be that if boys tend
to act rnore aggressively than girls after being exposed to family vrolence then, parents
may use more physical or aggressive methods to curve their son's aggressive behaviors.
In other words, difficult and aggressive child behavrors, usually exhibited by boys, may
increase parental stress and therefore increase the risk of abuse to the child (Spaccarelli,
l9e5)
Emotional 
-lmplications for Children
Children livrng in homes where parental abuse is occumng are at nsk for
emotional implications such as neglect and emotional abuse in particular. As a result
children wttnessing parental physical conflict have issues with psychologrcal adjustment
that children who were not exposed to parental violence do not experience (Henning,
l ee6)
Infants living in thrs environment may suffer from unintentional consequences.
Their mothet's preoccupation and anxiety level due to the violence will often mean these
infants wrll have disnrpted sleeprng and eatrng routines. As a result, these infants may
not form proper attachment bonds wrth their mother or anyone for that matter (Jaffe,
Wolfe & Wilson, 1990). As pointed out in attachment theory, the forming of these
attachments occurs at a very young age and is critical for the development of skills for
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luture relationships. These infants get the message early on that their unmet needs are
not always important and as the theory states can lead to issues of abandonment later on.
As children get older the issues that emerge from living in a violent home grow
larger. Johnston (1988) points out that children who ltve tn an envlronment rvhere
parental tension and conflict are occumng are predisposed to having low self esteem.
This may be a drrect result of the lack of attachment formed in infancy. These chrldren
rvill also feel they are responsible for the violence that is occumng in their home and that
they could have stopped it. Thrs is in part due to the fact that children tend to imaEne
that they had more warning and control of a situation than is actually true. The trauma
these children expenence emotronally leaves them wrth a sense of guilt, worthlessness
and shame even though they did not evoke the harm (Silvern, 1989) It should also be
noted that events that are a result of intentronal human harm have been found to be far
more drsruptive to chrldren than those occurring from natural events (Silvern, 1989).
Additionally, these children are taught that to talk abour family violence is not acceptable
and may even be dangerous (Silvern,1989). This message leaves children with the
burden of protectrng the family secret from other children and adults. This emohonal
burden leaves them feeling alienated and different from others. In one study obtaining
informatron from adults on family vrolence, participants indicated that they were
embarrassed to reveal these family secrets but also felt relieved that they could finally
talk about the issue and possibly receive help (Rynerson & Fishel, 1993) If this is a
difficult subject matter for adults to talk about, imagine what it is like for children who
are the protefiors of family secrets.
As these children move into adolescents, their issues will continue to rise and
may result in negahve consequences for these youth. Social learning theory is one that
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can be applied here These children have learned that violence is a wav to get what vou
want and that it rs acceptable to hurt others. These children have learned at home that
r,iolence and hurt are part of what life is about. It was discovered that overall, children
who are e\rposed to family uolence wrll have greater incidents of neganve behaviors.
These youth are six trmes more likely to commit suicide,-14 times more likelv to commit
a cnme against another person, 50 trmes more likely to abuse drugs and alcohol and 24
times more likely to commit a sexual assault offense. Teens state that violence in the
home is a main factor in their decision to run away. Violence in the home is also a maJor
indrcator for juvenile delinquency (Jaffe, Wolfe & Wilson, 1990). Addrtionally, the most
common denominator among pregnant teens was the fact that they had grown up in a
violent home (Buel, 1993).
Children raised in families that have abuse occurring are also shown to have
different degrees of womes than the children from non- vrolent homes. Children from
homes wrth abuse occurring tend to worry about the safety of other family members
(Graham, 1996) whereas, children not in this environment do not have to carrythat
burden. These children are often preoccupied with worrying about when the next violent
episode may occur and horv they can prevent it (Jaffe, Wolfe & Wilson, 1990).
Additionally, as mentioned above, children witnessing parental violence feel responsible
to keep the abuse hrdden from those orrtside the home. This added burden of protectrng
the family only adds to the mounting stress these children live wrth.
Children-at ,Rrsk of Abuse Themselves
Another cntical dynamic involvrng children in homes where abuse is occumng is
the nsk they endure for being abused themselves. For some children this may occur
before they are even born. Pregnancy is often the most likely trme for the onset of abuse.
l1
It is estimated that 30% of battered women are abused while pregnant, during which the
stomach is often the targeted area of the assault (Buel, 1993)
There also appears to be a high correlation between partner abuse and child
abuse. In one study 43% of the women reported that their partner's vtolence was directed
toward the children Additionally, it was found that in about 45% of the assaults on
women, violence was also aimed toward the children and in 95% of the cases it was
never reported to child services (Gamache, 1989). It is estimated that close to one half of
children exposed to family violence wrll also be vrcttms of physical abuse themselves
(Henning, 1996). Women who are battered by their male partner were also found to be
eight trmes more likely to abuse their children than women who were not in an abusive
relationship (Walker, 1988) Additionally, it was discovered that the more violent the
male is toward his female paftner, the more vrolent that female is toward their children
( Straus, 1 983 ).
The chances of children being hurt also increases if the children try to inten,ene
and protect their mother dunng an assault (McCloskey, 1995). Likewrse young toddlers
are often accidentally hit, pushed or dropped during a violent episode (Jaffe, Wolfe &
Wilson, 1990)
The percentage of children experiencing verbal or emotional abuse is not
mentioned and may often go unrecogruzed possibly due to the difficulty in measunng
such acts.
I;rpr-n-ed,Afiitudes and Yalups Toryard Family Yiolence
Another component involved in family vrolence is the attrtudes and values one
gains about the treatment of another family member. We all carry with us our values and
t2
beliefs, most of which are learned in the home. If this is true, it would imply that we also
learn vrolent behavrors in the home as well (Falchikov, 1996). Buel (1993), states that
chitdren who live in violent homes learn that it is okay to use violence to get what they
rvant. This bnngs to light the importance of positive parental role modeling, as well as
the impact familv violence has on children particularly later in life.
ffien tlmes children's behavror wrll not be identrfled until long after the vrolence
in the home has ceased for such reasons as divorce (Silvern, 1989) With this in mind, it
may be difficult to correlate why one's behavror is violent if it is occumng at some furture
point after the experience. Witnessing vrolence between one's parents does increase the
likelihood of using physical behaviors in one's adult partnerships (Henning, 1996).
However, as pointed out by Henning, only two studies have examined the impact of
wrtnessing parental vrolence as a child and the impact that had on adult "psychological
and social functioning." One study found that 57o/o of their participants were exposedto
wrtnessing vrolence or being the recipient of trolence in their family. Of those
participants about one third expenenced as well as witnessed violence whrle growing up
(Fagan, Stewart & Hansen, 1983).
Another aspect of values and attitudes to be noted pertaining to family violence is
that of society. The issue of family vrolence in the public eye is one of fairly recent
discovery. Traditionally wife abuse has been seen as a private family matter where
others outside that family unit were not to intervene or get involved (Kurz, 1989). In
fact, laws against domestic abuse that allowed those in the system such as police officers
to become involved were not put into place untrl the 1970's (Walker, 1995 ). These
attitudes and values have only perpetuated the continuing cycle of violence to occur
while society is allowed to tum its head and pretend otherwrse.
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Obtainiug Accurate Data
Some believe information obtained on children's experience via parental
reportrng, most often bv mom, is not accurate. The belief is often nmes that children are
reported as being a wrtness, when in fact they were known to also have been abused and
it most likely went unreported (Kolbo, 1996). Knowrngthis it seems clearthat studies
may not be accurately depicted because if the information being sought is the impact on
children wrtnessing parental vrolence, then it would be essential to ensure these children
were only wrtnessing violence and not also on the receiving end of that violence. This
information, however, may be difficult to obtain if statrsrrcs show that a large portron of
child abuse goes unreported or is overlooked when obtaining information about children's
behavror from their parent (Gamache, I989) However, due to the secrecy of family
violence, children may not be an accurate source either. It appears that even if children
were to report parental violence, they may not report abuse to themselves that may have
also occurred. Again thrs information would not truly measure the impact of witnessing
violence on children due to the possible unmentioned expenence of abuse on themselves.
Gaps in the Literature
There is little data available on the long term impact that childhood adversities
have later in life. The majority of research on the implications of childhood adversitres
has focused on the impact of parental loss caused by death or divorce (Kessler & Magee,
1994) There is also little data available on the long term impact on males who witness
family vrolence. Of the research that has been done on thrs subject, the researchers have
Iooked at several factors in connection wlth the abusive behaviors. The conclusion is
that observtng or expenencing violence may be one of several predictors of
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family violence. However, there are a combination of factors that are attnbuted to
vrolent behavror, not Just growrng up in a home where vrolence is occumng. These
studies not onlv looked at childhood experiences but also learned helplessness, sex role
stereotypes, self esteem and vtews of women (Johnston, 1988).
Little is also known about what causes some men to be violent to their partners
while others are nonviolent in their relationships. It is also not clear if their elrpenences
growlng up differed, wrth some men witnessing familv violence while others did not.
There is however, data suggesfrng that the negatrve tratmra expenenced as a child in a
violent family may persist into adulthood (Henning, 1996).
What is known is thar male to female violence is more likely to lead to injurv and
have an impact on those exposed to the violence. As a result, there may be long term
consequerces for the chrldren who Htness these vrolent acls (Langhinnchsen-Rohling &
Dostal, 1996)
One study by Rynerson & Fishel (1993), foundthat almost all men in a treatment
group for abuse suweyed had been drsciplined by spanlong. Upon exploration of other
parental discipline it was discovered that slapping, hitting wrth a closed fist and hitting
wrth oblects such as a belt were common practrces used to discipline.
Summary of the Literature
There is substantial information on the immediate and short term implications
that family violence has on children. The literature also covers differences in gender
reactions, risk to children both physicatly and emotionally and how difTicult it is to obtain
accurate data on family violence. Although there has been some work done on the long
term imptications for male children exposed to family violence, this work has measured
several other factors and not just the wrtnessing or erposrue to family vrolence.
1s
Eroblem, in Question
What happens to male chitdren in their adult relationship when they have gro\ln
up rvatching thetr mother get beaten? What has been the childhood expenence of men
who use vrolence toward their female partner? Did men who have been abusive to their
femaie partner learn that vroleil behavror was accrptable by wttnessing andr' or
experiencing violence by parental figures in their childhood? These are some of the
queshons that strll need to be answered. For the purpose of this study the researcher wrll
be tooking to answer the foltowing question. Do boys who grew up in homes witnessing
and/ or erperiencing domeshc vrolence use similar behavrors in their adult partner
relationshtp?
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CTIAPTER ItI
METHODOLOGY
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this studv was to obtain information from men who had been
arrested for assaultrng their female parrner regardrng expenences in their childhood.
This study gathered information on whether these men were wltness to their mother
figure being abused by their father figure in their childhood as well as if they themselves
had experienced abuse by a parental figure. Additionally, this study gathered information
on the me-n's current confljct methods used toward their female partner to see if the-v
exhibit similar behaviors to those they witnessed as children in their home environment
This study also looked at discipline methods the partrcipants had received as children as
well as looking at discipline methods they use with their children
Research Ouestiul
Based on the information that is available and what seems to be lacking, the
researcher explored the followrng question:
Do boys who grew up in homes wrtnessing and/ or experiencing domestic
vrolence use similar behavrors in their adult relationship?
Units of Analysis, Ke!, Variahles and Concepts
The units of analysis forthis research prroject were indivrdual adult males who
were participating in education classes for domestic violence. The majority of these men
a t7
had been court ordered into educational classes for assaulting their female partner. A
small percenta*qe of the men were in the classes voluntanlv.
The rationale for choosing this sample is that these men, all of rvhich had at least
one incident of vrolent behavrortoward their female pailner, may have had a childhood
home enl'ironment where they learned that violence is acceptable by witnessing andi or
expen encing vrolence behavrors.
The independent vanable is conceptually defined as witnessing and/ or
expenencing family violence as a child. Operatronally it is defined as partrcipant reports
of hitting with or without an object, slapping, throrving or breaking objects or any other
unwanted act that could harm another person in the family.
The dependent variable is conceptually defrned as having learned that violent
behavrors witnessed and/ or expenenced as a child are acceptable. Operafionally the
dependent variable is defined as negative behaviors witnessed and/ or experienced dunng
childhood which cause harm to a person and are now repeated in a parrrcipant intrmate
relationship.
The followrng is a list of terms used in this research as well as a definition for
each term.
Adult Relationship Male and females over the age of t I
involved as a intrmate couple.
Males under the age of 18.
Verbal or physical assaults specifically male
toward female.
Wife or girlftrend.
Bol's-
Family Violence-
Female Partner-
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I.Jegative Confl ict Methods-
Negative Discrpline-
Phvsical Assaults-
Physical Drscipline-
Positive Conflict Methods -
Positive Discipline-
Similar Behaviors-
Verbal Assaults-
Physical altercations, yellingl screaming,
throwrng itemsi breaking items, name
calling.
Spanking, screamingr yelling, hitting wrth
belts or objects.
Slapping, hitting rvrth or wrthout objects.
throwrng or breaking items or any unwanted
actron that could harm another person.
Spankrng.
Discussion, compromise, silence, one
person left.
Losing privileges, time outs, no discipline,
gethng gfounded, discussion.
Actions observed or experienced as a
child now used in adulthood.
Screaming/ yelling, name calling, put
downs, verbal threats of harm.
Study Assessment
This study is in part an assessment to better understand the immediate as well as
Iong term implicahons of wrtnessing familv uolence on male children. The assessment
is examined through two components. First of all a review of the literature
available is looked at to examine the long term implicatrons of violence on rnale
children. Secondly, by obtaining information from male participants of a domestic
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violence education class through a questionnaire. With this information, the researcher
rvill obtain a prcture of the behaviors partrcipants wrtnessed and or expenenced tn thetr
childhood home and if participants use similar behaviors in their current home situations.
Research Design
This research design was a quantitative one shot case study using a questionnaire.
The questionnaire was developed by the researcher. One question addressed if study
participants were court ordered or voluntary in the group. Three question addressed
demographic informahon related to partrcrpants annual income range, therr age range and
their highest [eve[ of education completed. The remaining questions were designed to
gather data on partrcipants childhood expenence and how that compared wrth their adult
behavior. Study participants were also asked if as a child their familv had received anv
svstems intervention for vrolence that had occurred in the home. The questionnaire \\Nas
then pretested using one of the five male education groups conducted by a human
servrce agency. Any needed revrsions were made on the questionnaire after the pretest.
The final questionnaire was given to the remaining two men's group.
Study Population
The study's target population consisted of men attending a domestic violence
educafron class. The classes are intended to teach anger management as well as
alternative methods of dealing with conflict.
At the time, there are two drfferent group models being used. One group model
is the Duluth model which allows for an open group. This means that participants may
not always start and finish the group process at the same time. While one partrcipant
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may be attending for his third week, another participant rnay be on his twelfth rveek. The
Duluth cumculum rvorks to help parfrcipants identifo forms of abuse whrch rnclude not
onlv physical but also emotional, sexual, intimidation, threats and manipulation. Several
rrgnettes of abusive incidents between couples are shown to partrcipants as a wav to help
identifu more subtle forms of abuse and to provide a foundation for discussion
Additionallv, the group members are asked to identrfo from the lrgnettes what abusrve
behaviors were used, what the intent of the behavior was, rvhat feelings were involved
and how those behavrors impacted the female partner.
The second group curriculum used is the Stosny model which requires a closed
Eoup. This means that the group partrcipants start the group on the same night and also
end the group together. The Stosny model teaches a process for being able to put anger
tnto perspective and then be able to solve the problem or at least not react in an
aggressive way. Stosnys model is based on the assumption that people react aggressively
because a occurrence rs internahzed and that person feels it means something about
them. This hurt comes from what Stosny calls "core hurts." Core hurts are past
expenences that we carr!' wrth us that make us feel mistmsted, unworthy, unloved or
unimportant. When one gets angry and these feeling are resurfaced" the result is to act
out aggessively.
The majority of the men had been arrested for assaulting their female partner
and were court ordered into education classes for 1 6 to 24 weeks. Those in the 16 week
program were attending the groups for the first time. Those attending the 24 week
program were attending the group for a second time due to another incidents of violence
wrth their partner. A very small porrion of the sample were voluntanly in the group
meaning that they were not court ordered into group but may have been attending due to
a
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other pressures such as upcoming court dates or fear of losing their paffner.
The ratronale for choosing this population was to attempt to gain information
flrom a source that has been vrolent wrth family members. Trving to gain information
from men in the general population as to theirtreatment of their female partners maY not
have been reported accurately or may have been unreported. With this factor of abusive
behavror toward fheir intimate partner already in place, the focus was on the men' s home
environment as a child includrng behaviors witnessed and/ or experienced and if any
srmilar behavrors were used in their current relationships.
A sample of this population was obtained by having group facilitators explain the
questionnaire as well as its purpose. The group members were advised that completion
of the questionnaire was voluntary and participation was not required. The
questionnaires were handed out to all members approximately l5 minutes before break.
Questionnaires were then placed in an envelope as group members left for break. The
researcher was unaware of who did or did not parfrcipate in the study,
Protection of Participants
All participants were informed of the purpose of the research by receiving a letter
of consent Additronally, the facilitators explained the purpose of the study. AII
parricipants were informed that they were not required to participate and that completion
of the questionnaire was voltmtary All parhcipants were informed that the data
collected were kept confidentral. No names or other identifiable information was
used or collected After the data were collected all questionnaires were shredded by the
researcher.
a
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ln the event that the nature of the questionnaire was bothersome to the
pafiicipants, all partrcipants were given a phone number to call and drscuss issues the
questionnaire ma)' have resurfaced. Additionally, questionnaires were completed mid
class so that facilitators were able to discuss anv concerns or answer questions
particrpants had
Data Cpllecti-or
Data were collected for this research used a questionnaire developed by the
researcher. Therefore. the instrument has not been tested for its validity or proven
retiabte by any other source. The instrument was pretested on a group of 27 men rvho
were attending one of the court ordered educahon program as a result of assaulhng therr
female partner. As a result of the pretest, minor revisions were made on the
quesrronnaire. The revised questronnaire was used to gather data in January 1998. The
questionnaire addresses issues of family violence that the participants may have observed
or expenenced as children as well as their current behavrors directed toward their female
partners to see if there was any correlation. A few questions address demographics to be
compiled, none of which identifr participants A sample of the questionnaire used to
gather final data can be found in Appendix B.
The queshonnaire was a&ninistered to parhciparrts in person dunng a group
session. A letter of consent stating the purpose of the study as well as the participants
nghts was given to each group member Additronally, group facilitators explained the
purpose and guidelines of the study The facilitators were also available to answer
questrons or address concerns that may have arisen. While group members completed
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the questionnaires, group facilitators left the room. The questionnaire was drstnbuted to
rwo different men's groups. Each group had approxtmatelv l0 to l5 men per group All
36 questionnaires \,\'ere distnbuted for the final data gathenng. The response rate u'as 25
completed queshonnaires. The maJonty of partrcipants finished the queshonnaire in l5
mrnutes.
All participants were informed that the study was votuntary and that all
informatron was confidential. A copy of the letter of consent gtven to each parhcipant
can be found in Appendix A.
Data Analysis
Some of the data collected from the questionnaire used univariate analysis due to
the nature of the questron. These questrons were ones in whrch the parncipant would fit
into only one category such as age grouping, highest level of education completed and
annual income range. From the answers obtained, totals were accumulated and put into
percentages. This information allows the reader to obtain some demographic
informatron on the participants.
Other questions may have more then one answer by the participants. These
answers were totaled and then percentages of the answers gathered.
Behaviors witnessed or experienced as a child were compared to behaviors used in the
partrcrpant's current family situation. A copy of the parhcipant responses and
demographic information form that was used to tally final results can be found in
Appendix C.
a
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CTIAPTER TV
FINDTNGS
The short term impact on chilfuen who grow up with family violence ts apparent
from the literature. What is less apparent is the impact growlng up wrth familv violence
has on these children as they move into adult relationships The followlng data were
obtained from men as to their childhood expenence wrlh family uolence. Family,
violence was defrned as the witnessing of negative behaviors toward their mother figure
by their father figure. These behavrors included screaming or velling, phvsrcal
altercations, throwing or breaking items, name calling or verbal put downs. Family'
vtolence was also defined as expenencing negarive behavrors or physical discipline
toward oneself by a parental figure. These behaviors included spanking, yelling or
screaming, hrtting wrth a belt or ob.1ec1, name calling, verbal put downs, or other
negative physical contact.
The f,ollowrng chapter wrll look at data obtained from men who had assaulted
their female partner. Informatron wrll be gathered on their childhood experience wrth
tamity violence as wel[ as their behaviors with their female partner as an adult.
Demographic information that was collected wrll also be provrded
Distribution and Cpmpletion Rate
A total of 26 questionnaires were drstributed to two men's education groups and
of those distributed,25 ofthe 26 men completed the questionnaire. Therefore, the total
response rate of the questionnaire was 25 (96 %) although a few participants did opt to
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skip a question leaving it btank. The reason for this is unknown. It may have been the-v*
overlooked it or that thev did not feel comfortable responding In this case, the response
\!as counted as a "no response" category.
Participants were asked via the questionnaire to report on the wrtnessrng o[
violence in their childhood home between parental figures and on anv violence that the_v*
had expenenced from a parental figure as a child, Panicipants rvere also asked about
conflict methods usedbetween parental figures as a child as well as the discipline
methods they received as a child. In addition, partrcipants were asked to grve
information on the drscipline they use with their children and on conflict methods they
use in their adult parrner relationship Lastly, participants were asked to determine if
their current conflict methods as an adutt are similar to those observed between adults in
their childhood.
Pa rticipa nt lnformation
As anticipated the ma.lority of the group members were court ordered into the
program. Twenty-two (88%) of the parhcipants stated that they were court ordered into
the group while the remaining 3 (12%) stated they were in the group voluntarity. See
Figure I for dala summary.
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Group Participant Who Were Court
Ordered or Voluntary
12%(3 Voluntary i n Group
88% (22) Court
Ordered i n Group
Figure 1 . Number and percent of the study participants that were in the group bv court
order or voluntary. (N:25)
Demographic information collected from the questionnaire included the age ran*qe
of the participant, the hi-qhest level of educatlon completed, the annual income range of
the participant and his childhood family composition. Tables 1-4, show the demographic
information collected from participants
Ethnicity was not collected due to the low minonty population in the geographic
area where the dara were collected and therefore, may have made identification of a
participant possible.
Participants were asked to indicate their age range. The largest single group lell
into the l8-30 years of age category. The majority of participants fell between 31-50
years of age wlth a small proportion of participants in the over 50 category. Table 1
below is a summary of the participants age range.
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Table 1
Age Distnhution of the Study Participants (. N: 25)
Age Range n: oro
I 8-30 vears
3 I -+0 vears
4l -50 vears
Over age 50
l0
6
6
J
40
24
24
12
Parrrcipants were asked to report their highest level of education completed. As
seen in Table 2, approximately half of the participants reported high school or equivalent
A small percent reported under high school equivalency while a small percent did not
provide a response . The remaining participants fell almost equally into the college or
vocational category of education.
Table 2
Highest Level of Education Completed by Sludy Participants (N: 25)
Education Level n: %
Junior High
High SchooU GED
College
Vocational
No Response
I
t2
6
5
1
4
48
24
20
4
78
Participants were asked to report their annual income range. The results of this
are presented in Table 3 below Particrpants reported their annual income ranqe which
ended up to
be fairlv equalty drstnbuted on the continuum. A small percentage did not respond to the
questron.
Table 3
Annual lncome Range of Study Participants (N:25)
Annual Income Range n: oto
Under S I 5,000
sl5.00l-$25,000
$2 5,00 I -S30,000
s30.00 1 -s3 7,000
Over $3 7,00 I
No Response
16
2A
20
t6
20
8
Table 4 indicates participant reports of their family composition as a child. All
participanls reported having a mother figure in the home as a child. The majority of the
participants also reported having a father figure as well as additional family members in
the home as a child. A small percentage did not respond to the question.
1
5
5
4
5
2
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Table 4
Family Composition of Study Participants in Childhood (hl:25)
Familv Composttron n: oro
Father Figure
Mother Figure
Additional Family Members
No Response
2l
24
24
I
84
96
96
4
Childhood Family Violence
Participants were asked if they had been witness to physical and/ or verbal
behaviors directed toward their mother figure by their father figure while growrng up. As
seen in Table 4, three (12%) participants reported not having a father figure in the home
during their childhood. As a result, data for wrtnessing family violence wrll not include
these 3 (12%\ in the frnal data regarding the wrtnessing of f,amily violence and the
methods used to resolve conflict between parental figures. However, these 3 (12%) wrll
be reintroduced when looking at discipline methods received and aggression used toward
them in childhood as well as information gathered on their adulthood behavrors.
Participants 14ho Reported Not \ilitnessing Family Violence
Participants were asked to identiry if they had been witness to physical and/ or
verbal aggression between their parental figures as a child. Eleven {44%), reported that
they had not witnessed their mother figure being hurt by their father figure. ln addition
this research looked at the disuipline partrcipants received as a child, methods they
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observ'ed rvhen a conflict arose between parental figures and anv aggressive behaviors
thel- expenenced from a parental figure. A summary of these data gathered wrll f,ollorv
DisciFline Received
Participants were asked to indicate what discipline methods the;- experienced as
a child. The followrng is a profile of the data gathered from the participants rvho stated
thev had not been witness to family violence directed toward their mother figure.
Eleven (44%) of the partrcipanls stated they had not wrtnessed physrcal andlor
verbal aggression toward their mother figure as a child. From these t 1, 2 ( l8%)
reported their discipline as a child consisted of non- aggressive methods either physicallv
or verballv. However,2 (18%) of those who reported not witnessing parentat violence
did report that they had been disciplined by physically aggressive methods such as
spanking, hitting wtth a belt or hiuing wrth objects. Six ( 55%) reported expenencrng
both negative verbal and physical methods of discipline as a child while I (9%) did not
respond to the question. All total, 8 (73%) of 1l men who reported not witnessing tamilv
violence between parental figures in childhood did report that they had received negatrve
discipline as a child
Chrldhood Family Conflict Methods
Of the 1 I (44%) who reported not wrtnessing physical or verbal aggression
between parental figures, 6 (55%) reported positrve conflict methods between parental
f-rgures in their chitdhood home. However, 1 (9 %) descnbed physical conflict methods
between parental figures while 4 (36%) dessribed verbal aggressive methods of conflist
resolution between parental figures. Even though l1 (44%) originally reported not
3t
witnessing their mother frgure hurt by their father figure in childhoo{ 5 (45%) of those
same pafficlpants reported that they had observed aggressive behaviors between parental
figures in their childhood when a conflict arose but did not identifu these behaviors as
being hurrflul. These aggressive behaviors consisted of ph,vsical altercations, throrving or
braking items, yelling or screaming, nirrre calling or verbal put downs. This difference
may be due to the fact that the queshon regarding wrtnessing familv vrolence asks if
participants had witnessed their mother figure being hurt physically or verballv by their
father figure. If parhcipants interpreted "hurt" to mean needing medical attention or
receiving an injury ratherthan expenencing that behavior, this may explain why this
question was received as a "no" response. Horvever, when asked about what behaviors
they witnessed when a conflict arose between adults, participants did check off
behavrors which were classified as aggressive. This suggests that either the question mal'
not have been und.erstood or that these participants did not consid.er the behavior
\t'ltnessed to have been physically or verbally hurtful. If this was the case then, the
number of participants who actually witnessed family violence may have been higher
than the origtnal l1 (44 %) who were reported because the vrolence was seen as conflicl
rather than aggression.
Fami ly Viol ence Erpen enc-Ecl
Of the ll (44%) participants who reported not wrtnessing parental violence,
7 (64%) did report that they had been hurt themselves by a parental figure. Of the 7,
4 (36%) stated that they had been hurt both physically and verbally by a parental figure as
a child, 2 (18%) statedthey had been hurt verbally as a child by a parental figure and
I (9%) stated he had been hurt physicatly as a child by a parental figure. The remainin"
4 (36%) partrcipants of the eleven reported never being hurt as a child b:* a parental
figure, however, | (25o/o) reported he had received both physical and negative verbal
discipline as a child,2 (50%) reported receiving positive discipline methods while the
last 1 (25%) did not respond to the discipline he received in childhood
Participants who rrported not wrtnessing parental violence in childhood were also
asked about the discipline they had received, the conflict methods they observed befween
parental figures and the vrolence they may have expenenced themselves by a parental
frgure. A summary of the data collected can be seen in Table 5
Table 5
Summary of Discipline, Conflict Methods and Family ViolenpsExperienced by Those
Who Reponed lrlot Witnessing Parqntal Yjolence (N: 1 1)
Discipline
t'l: %
Conflict
[1: %
Violence Expenenced[1: %
Physical
Verbal
Both Physical and Verbal
Positive/ None
htro Response
2 18
655
2 18
l9 I
2
4
4
9
18
36
36
136
655
19
Absent Father Figure in the Hom.e
Of the 25 participants, 3 (l2o/o) reported that there was not a father figure in their
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home as a child. However, data were collected from these participants regarding the
discipline they received and if they had expenenced berng hurt as a child by their
parental f,rgure.
Discrpline Received
Data gathered on discipline received in chitdhood by participants who did not
have a father figure rn the home indicated that I (33%) had erpenenced physrcal
discipline while the other 2 (67%) reported receiving positive discipline as a child
Family Violence Expenenced
When looking at the violence expenenced by participants who drd not have a
father figure rn the home, data indicated that I (33%) reported he had been hurt verballv
by the parental figure in childhood but reported he had received positive discipline. The
other 2 (67%) reported that they had not been hurt physically or verbally as a child by a
parental figure.
lYitn esqi ug Fa.mily Violer ce
Results indicated that ll (44%) of the 25 participants reported witnessing family
rrolence as a child. Ofthese ll (44%) who reported wrtnessing parental aggression,6
(550,6) reported witnessing verbal parental aggression, 1 (9%) witnessing physical
parental aggression and 4 (36%) reported wrtnessing both verbal and physical parental
aggression.
Discipline Received
Of the l1 (44%) who reported witnessing family violence,9 (82%) stated that
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they had been physically disciplined by such methods as spanking" being hit wrth a belt
or being hrt wrth oblects as well as receivtng negative verbal discipline such as being
yelled or screamed at, being catted names and receiving verbal put downs While I (90'6)
stated that in addifron to wrtnessing parental aggression he had been disciplined b-'"
negative verba[ methods such as name calling, verbal put downs and screaming or
yelling, Gne (9o/o) stated that he witnessed parental wolence but had received positive
discipline such as losing pnvileges, getting grounded or being talked to.
Childho.od Famrly Conflict Methods
The t | (44%) participants that reported witnessing family violence were also
asked about the conflict methods used by parental figures in their childhood. Ten (910,'o)
of those who reported witnessing parental violence also stated that they had rvitnessed
negative conflict methods between parental figures while I (9%) did not respond.
Methods of negative conflict reported were as follows. Five (45%) participants reported
that their parental figures used both physically and verbally aggressive methods when a
conflict occurred, 5 (45%) stated that their parental figures used verbally aggressive
methods when a conflict occurred and 1 ( 10%) did not respond to the question.
Family Violence Experienced
Of the 11 (44%) parhcipants who reported wrtnessing family vrolence 5 (45%)
reported that they had been hurt physicall,"- and verbally by a parental figure as a child.
Four (36%) reported that they had been verbally hurt by a parental figure and 1 (25%) of
the 4 (36%) who reported being hurt verbally chose not to respondto the question
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regarding being physically hurt by a parental frgure. The last 2 ( l8%) reported not being
hurt in childhood bv a parental figure, however, one of the 2 (18%) who stated
he had never been hun in childhood by a parental figure did report as a method of
discrpline that he was hit wrth a belt or object as rvell as screamed and yelled at A
possible explanation for this may be in the way he as a child perceived this treatment. If
he was hrt wrth oblects or a belt when he had did something wrong, he may have felt he
deserved this ffeatment or that it was acceptable discipline. Another possibility is that
when he received this treatment, he believed he deserved it and then felt he must have
done something wrong and was being disciplined for it.
Parfrcipants who reported that they had wrtnessed violence in childhood between
parental figures were also asked to report on the discipline they received, the conflict
methods they obsewed betwesn parental figures and any vrolence they may have
experienced as a child by a parental figure. Table 6 indicates a summary of the data
collected.
Table 6
Summary of Discipline, Conflict Methods and Family Viol-pnpe ExEre-nEnced by. Those
Who Repor-ted WjJnsss.ing Parental Violence (N: I I )
Discipline
n: o/o
Conflict
11: %
Violence Expenenced
n:%
Physical
Verbal
Both Physical and Verbal
Positrve/ None
No Response
9
I
82
9
l9
545
545
436
45
18
5
2
I
36
10
Behaviors Used in Adulthood
Participants were asked about childhood discipline received and conflict methods
observed They were also asked to repofl on discipline and confliqt methods used now as
an adult. Following is the data that was collected and compared in the area of discipline
and conflict methods.
Negative Discipline Used
Of the 25 participants, 19 {76%) reported receiving negative childhood discipline
methods as a child. Of those who received negative discipline,T (37oh) statedthat they
used negative methods to discipline their children wrth I (5%) not giving a response and
3 (60/0) not havrng children. The other 8 (42%) reported using posrtrve forms of
discipline wrth their children.
Negative Confl rct Methods
Out of the 25 participants, 1 6 (64%) reported that they had witnessed negative
conflict methods befween parental figures. Of those who witnessed neganve conflict
methods, 1 I ( 69%) reported that they too had used negative conflict methods with their
female parrner.
Additionally of the 25 participants, I (32%) had stated that they use positive
conflist methods rmth their female paffier but yet all 25 had been arrested for assaulting
their female partner. This may indicate that they had not used positive methods to
resolve conflist wrth their female partner.
a
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Witnessing I Expenencing Famil)' Violence
All total , 22 (84%) of the particrpants stated that thev had wrtnessed vrolence and
d violence as a child. Table 7 provides a summary of all panicipants andror exPenencer
their responses. The wrtnessing of violence was reported by partrcrpants as seeing a
father figure act agglessively toward a mother figure or by participant reports of
wrtnessing aggressive methods when a conflist arose between parental figures in their
childhood. The experiencing of violence was reported when physical methods were used
in childhood through what the participant descnbed as discipline methods such as being
hit wrth a belt or objects or being spanked. Other participants descnbed these same acts
as being hurtful to them physically and/ or verbally as a child.
The 22 (84%) was obtained bv participant reports of witnessing aggression
befween parental figures in childhood, berng hurt in childhood by a parental figure,
receiving physical methods of discipline or by reporting a combination of these
categones.
When tooking at a breakdown of what was witnessed or experienced in childhood
by the 22 (84%) the followrng data were collested. Two ( l0%) reported wrtnessing
parental violence, I (38%) reported they were hurt by a parental frgure in the home, 9
l43o/o) reported they wrtnessed parental violence and were hurt by a parental figure in the
home and 2 ( 10%) reported they had wrtnessed parental violence via negative parental
conflict methods. The last participant $%l reported that he had received physical
discipline in his childhood.
The remaining 3 (12%) of the total 25 participants reported not wrtnessing or
receivrng parental vrolence in their childhood One of the men who had no father figure
in the home growrng up reported never witnessing nor experiencing aggression even
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through discipline methods. There were rwo participants wrth father figures in the home
that rrported never wrtnessing a mother figure being hurt, never wtnessrng negative
parental conflicts, never being hurt by a parental figure and never being disciplined with
neqative methods.
Each participant was assigned a number represented by the far left column.
Partrcipanl responses to queshons were recorded and put into the above chart form. An
X represented a yes, --- represented a no, N,R represented a no response, NrT represented
no father figure present, N/L represented never having Iived wrth the child and a N/C
represented no children.
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Table 7
Summary of Study Participant R-etnrt.s of Childhood Exftnences.and Behaviors Used in
AduJt Parrnershrp (N:25 )
Witnessed
Parental
Violence
Hur-r by
Parental
Figure
Received
Negative
Discipline
Observed
Negative
Confl ict
Use
Negative
Discipline
Use
Negatrve
Contl ict
;
X
X
X
X
I{/R
;
X
X
X
X
N,R
X
X
X
X
X
T\F
X
X
X
X
X
NF
NF
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
N/R
X
;
X
X
X
X
;
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
N/R
X
X
X
X
X
;
X
X
;
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
I
NF
;
l.fF
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
:
X
hI/ L
N/C
X
X
N/C
X
X
NiC
X
X
X
N/C
N/R
I
2
_)
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
II
12
l3
l4
l5
r6
17
18
19
20
?l
22
13
24
25
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Additional Commpnts by Participants
Partrcipants were asked to clarify what had happened to them if thev stated ther
had heen hurt physically or verbally as a child. While not atl participants elaborared on
whal had occurred to them physically or verballv, the followrng are additional comments
the particrpants had stated about childhood expenences in their home.
r "Vy'as hit and thrown around"
r "Called names"
. "Sore ass and pu1 downs"
. "I got hit in the head"
r "Mother always talked in a loud tone of voice"
o "Dad yelled to get point across"
| "l was punched in the head by stepfather"
. "Major beatings, swore at and called names"
. "Thrown across the room"
r "Fist to the head"
. "Mother hit me wrth a shovel handle from behind, No good experience"
o "Made to feel put down, Iess then, mind games"
. "l was black and blue and crying"
o "Always yelling and screaming"
Slrstems JnJervention
The questionnaire asked if any systems had been involved due to childhood
family violence. Systems were defined as police, child protectron, counseling servrces,
clergy or any other human service provider The I 1 (44%) who reported not witnessing
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lamilv violence reponed no intervention services were involved as would be expected.
O[the 11 (41o/o) that reported family vrolence occurring in the home, 8 (730,6) also
reported having no svstem intervention services due to the violence , 2 ( l Sozir) reported
having svstem intervention and I t9%) did not respond to the question See Fisure 2 for
data summarv. Of the 2 ( 1 S%) that indicated s-vstems intervention was involved tlue to
familv violence, partrcipants listed counseling as the system that had been involved.
There were no responses that indicated any services from police or child protective
services. This may be in part due to the fact that domeshc vrolence has been considered
a pnvate family matter until fairly recently Police have only begun to get involved since
the Minnesota State mandatory arresl law was implemented in the late 1970's. With the
police involvement, child protective services may also become involved. However, as
indicated earlier, children are often overlooked rn this process.
Participants Who Witnessed Family
Violence Report on Childhood
lntervention Services Received
9%(1) Did Not Respond
Systems (2 ) teY.
Intervent i on
73%(B) No System
Intervention
Figure 2. Number and percent of parlicipants that were witness to family violence and
their report of childhood intervention servlces. (N:l I )
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conflict Methods used Now vecus Methods in Childhood
When asked if parncipants felt conflists are handled rn their currsnr home
environment similarl,r- to the way conflict was handled in their childhood environment
9 (3696) reported it to be similar. While 12 (48%) felt it was not srmilar but did nor
expand on reasons for this response, and 4 ( 16%) did not respond to the question
Ofthe participants that stated that conflist methods were the same as in their
childhood 4 ( 16%) had similar behaviors. Three (12o/o) indicated less aggressive
methods when a conflict arose in adulthood than in childhood and 2 (8%) reported more
aggressive conflict methods in adulthood. Of the 12 participants who stated that conflict
methods were no1 the same in childhood as they are now, 2 (8%) indicated srmrlar
behaviors. Three (12%) indicated less aggressive methods when a conflict arose in their
adulthood and 7 (28%) indicated more aggressive methods used now in their adulthood
when a conflict arose.
Although there seems to be similanties in the two environments by other
behavrors dessnbed in the queshonnaire, this question was answered based on the
participants perception. Some participants mav feel that their behavior is not "as bad" or
as vrolent as those observed as a child.
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CHAPTER V
DISCTJSSIOI\i
Data were collected from 25 men attending two different domestic violence
educatton classes in Dakota Cotmty. The data were collected usrng a closed ended
questionnaire, however, some questions did provide the opportuniw to give an
explanatron for the answer This chapter includes a general analysis of the findings. the
strengths and limitations of the study, implications for social work and. areas for future
research
Significance in Findings
Gender Differencqt
Throughout the literature, the issue of gender and violence was prevalent.
Females were seen as passive and wrthdrawn, whereas, males were descnbed as
aggressive. The majonty of participants, 22 (88%), did report they had experiences and/
or wltnessed vtolence by a father figure Addrtronally, 7 ( 28%) panicipants also
reported that their mother tigure was verbally or physically aggressive toward them. In
addltion, tlvo (8%) reported not having a father figure in the home and stated that r1 was
their mother who had been verbally aggressive in their childhood. The literature did state
that battered women are more likely to abuse their children. Whether these women had
been battered in their past relationship and whether aggressive behavior became directed
toward therr children were not explored in this studv. Another explanation for these
women's negative behaviors toward their chitdren may be explained. using stress theory.
Within this framework, these women may have grown up in a home witnessing and/ or
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experiencing f,amity violence themselves. This stress from childhood compounderJ rvith
being a single parert stnrggling to raise children and provide for the family with possiblv
little or no support may be a possibte explanation for the aggression directed at the child.
Over a penod of time, this mounting stress could built up until it exploded and the child
became the target. Social learning theory would suggest that these women would have
learned that to hurt others in vour family is acceptable and that,,rolence is the wav to
solve conflicts
How Violence Is Defined
Social learning theory stresses that we learn from our environmenl Things that
we experience as a child in the home become what we beheve is normal or acceptable,
This appears to be the case when looking at participant responses regard"ing discipline
and conflict.
When participants were asked if they had witnessed physical and ior verbal
vrolence between their parental figures, some had responded that they had not. However,
when asked about methods of conflict solving befween parental figures, these
particrpants dessribed negatrve physical and/ or verbal behaviors that they had been
exposed to.
When participants were asked if they had been hurt physically and/ or verbally by
a parental figure as a child, some stated that they had not. However, when asked about
rnethods of discipline they experienceq they reported physically and verbally negative
methods of discipline.
The above information is an indicator of the enorrnous power that the home
envlrorunerrt can have on children. These male participants were able to check off
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behaviors thev had wrtnessed andr' or expenenced and yet did not define these
expenences as being inappropnate or vrolenl, but rather a melhod of discipline or
conflict resolution. [n adulthoo{ as outside interventions such as the police became
involved due
to these behaviors being used in their adult relationship, these men were told that what
they had grown up with and used as methods of dealing wrth conflict for vears rvas not
acceptable.
Impact of Childhqod Exrlerienqes.
Although the sample size of this sfud is fairly small, the overall numbers do
carry an important rnessage. Of the 25 participants, 22 (88%) reported that they had
wrtnessed and ior erpenenced family vrolence in their home as a child. Family vrolence
was constituted in this study as wrtnessing negative verbal encounters between parental
figures and or wttnessing physical altercations between parental figures. Additionallv,
family violence expenenced was explored. Family violence experienced was defined as
negative verbal attacks by a parental figure in childhood and/ or being hurt physically by
a parental figure in childhood. Although spanking was counted as negative phvsical
discipline, none of the parriuipants reported only being spanked in childhood but rather
there were other forms of family violence that occurred in conjunction with the spanking
Social learntng theory would certainly tre in here to say that these men had
learned these negative behaviors as a way of life from their home environment.
Attachmenttheory could also come into play If the 22 men grew up in homes where
violence was occurring, their attachment bonds with parental frgures may have been
a
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impacted. Without forming these attachment bonds, self esteem is underdeveloped and
the result rs rage and anger which have also been retnforced by parental role modeling.
Additronally. rvrthout intervention there may not be any opportunities for unlearning
these destn:ctrve behanors.
Data Reporting
Participants reported a higher rate of using physical violence toward their female
partner then they indicated wrtnessing in childhood. Possible explanations for this may
be that they were not always rvrtness to parental frgures violence as children but learned
it was acceptable from experiencing it or through other means in society. The trme lapse
since childhood may have played a part in recollecting family violence, or their phvsical
vrolence has increased over rvhat the-v expenenced as a child. Although all 25
participants have been arrested for violence wrth their female partner, only l5 (60%)
reponed that thev had used negahve conflict methods wrth their partner, 8 t32%)
reported thev used positive conflict methods and 2 (8%) did not respond. Reasons for
this may be that the parhcipants are not reporrrng their behavrors or that they no longer
use aggressive methods since entenng the program and therefore did not report past
incidents. Another possibiliry is that if they have an incident while in the progmm they
may be dismissed and even though confidentialiqv rvas assured they may not have felt
they could nsk answenng the queshon honestlv.
When looking at discipline methods received and used, 19 (76 %) participants
reported that they had received discrpline as a child and only I (32 %) reported using
negative discipline wrth their children. Sixteen (64%) participants also reported
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receiving negative verbal discipline but onlv 6 (24%) reported using negative verbal
drscipline wrth their children. The informatron regarding discipline with their children
may- not have been accurately repo(ed due to the fear of having it reported to social
serv'lces. Even though confidentiality was assured, parncipants may no1 have felt safe
reporting negative discipline methods used with their children.
Positrve discipline methods rvere reported being used with their children by
l0 (40%) of the men white only 5 (20%) reported receiving positive discipline as a child
This informatron would be incongruerrt wrth what social learning theory would predict
Possible explanations for this may be due to the increase of child development education
and the increased negatrve view society has taken toward corporal punishment.
Other Explanations
For the 3 ( 12%) participants that reported no childhood wrtnessing andl or
expenencing, other factors may have come into play Since in-depth information was not
collected" it is unknown if these men had other childhood adversities that prompted their
violence such as chemrcal issues, merlal health issues or other problems, If these issues
were occurring, the parental figures may have been preoccupied and not able to focus on
the child's needs or othsr parenting issues. As a resuh, attachmenl bonds may not have
been formed resulting in abandonment issues and feelings of inadequacy which could
explain their behaviors. Stress theory may also be an explanation due to the fact that
these mfll reported a low level of education completron and a lower level of income.
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Strengths and Limitations
Strengths of the Study
One strengh of this study is that it required tittle time on behalf of participants.
The parnclpants spent approximately l5 minutes to fill out the questronnalre and no
further time was required from them. Another strength is that the study is fairl-v simple.
After quesfionnaires were complete, the informatron was anallzed and the findings were
discussed. Although no in depth information was collected, the researcher was still able
to obtain a significant amount of information about the partrcipant's childhood
envlrorunents as well as information on the participant's current partnership. Lastly, it
was fairly simple to obtain an appropnate sample for this snrdy. Because the parfrcipants
have been arrested at least once for assaulting their female partner, it was not a difficult
task to find a populanon of men who have been abusive in their adult partnerships.
Limitations of the Study-
The limitations of this study are as follows. Due to the nature of the
questionnaire having closed-ended questions, no in depth information was obtained. This
study also did not obtain informatron from partrcipants as to which group model was
being used in their group nor was information gathered to report if participants were
attending group for the l6 week program or as a reentry into group of 24 weeks due to
another incident. As a result, information on where each participant was in their group
process is unknown and may have impacted the way the quesfrons were responded to.
Additionally, due to the population it was not possible to obtain a control group. This
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was due to the fact that even though a male had not been arrested for assaultive behavior
and was obnained from the general population to partictpale, there would be no wav to
ensure that the participant had not been abusive to his female partner. Rather he may
have not been caught by those in the system This study also relied on the participants
self- reporting their recollection of their childhood expenences and to answering the
questions honestly Therefore, due 1o the time lapse between participant childhood and
now, there may have been other events that contnbuted to or caused their negative
behavror. Additionally, there is the possibility that retrospeshve data may not be
accurate. Due to the groups being open the number of attendants in the groups when the
data was collected was unpredictable. As a result, the sample size was small although all
but one group member participated in the study. The questionnaire was developed by the
researcher and therefore, it has not been tested for irs validitv or reliabilit-v Additionallv,
there is no measurement tool that has been tested for vatiditv or reliability in complying
the data from the questionnaire Although there appears to be a association between
participants behaviors toward tehn female parfner and what they had wrtnessed andi or
expenexced in childhood between parenlal figures, this data is not generalizble to all
males who have assaulted their female partner. Lastly, because the questionnaire was
completed in a g.oup settrng, it was not possible to assure partiurpant anonymrty, but
rather that all response to the questionnaires would be kept confidential by the
researchgr.
Implications for Social Work Field
The information collected in this study can be useful in gaining a picture as to the
importance of endrng family vrolsnce and rn teaching positrve parentrng. Although much
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is known about the reactions of children in violent homes, the long term implications are
not as defined. This information will also be useful forthose rvorking wlth families rn
the s_v*stem as well as for society to see the importance of prevention and intervention in
families where vrolence is occr:rnng. Findings indicate thal there was an associatron
with the participants who had witnessed andr or expenenced in their childhood and those
who have been abusrve to the.ir female partnsr. These data indicate the importance of
providing assistance to individuals of all ages who have been witnesses to or expenenced
vrolerce in their homes including small children, youth and adults
This information may be useful to staff at battered women's shelter to assist the
women they serve to see the impact thal family vrolence has on children since as was
indicated in the literature, most people are unaware that their children are impacted or
even know whal has occurred. Additronally, issues of positrve parenting, positive
discipline and attachment could be adfuessed. This information would also be useful for
shelter staff in working wrth children who have wrtnessed and or experienced family
violence to help children process that it is never acceptable to hurt people including your
lamilv members.
Future Research
More research on the long term implications of family violence is needed as this
issue continues to grow and be repeated from generatron to generation. More answers
need to be obtained from men as well as women who have been exposed to violence in
their childhood and what impact thal has had on their adult relalionships,
The current study could be expanded on by using a larger sample size and
administenng the quesrionnaire to the female partners of the group particrpanls This
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process may assist in provid.ing another perspective on male behavroral patterns and ma]"
also shed some light on their partner's childhood enlrronment. A queslronnaire with
opened-ended questions could be devised to obtain more in depth information from the
male participants on therr childhood expenence and current behavroral patterns' Details
on the arrest incident as well as the occrrrrence of other incidents would be useful to
explore the frequensy and senousness of the negative behanors used .
Due to the fairty recent Minnesota mandatory arrest taw, this study only found 2
(g%), of childhood irrtervention senrices reported. Presr:nrably because in the past
family problems have been private. With more police responding to domestic calts,
future research mostly likely would show an increase in the urilization of intervenlion
services. Future research may gain more information on the impact that childhood
interventions services play in the lives of children who live in vrolflIt homes and ifthese
intervention services are useful in stopping family violence-
Conclu+ion
Famity violence is an issue that has begun to attract the public's attention. Not
only should society be otrtraged that women are injured in great numbers in their homes,
but that children are also often hurt and impacted emotionally. It is cntical that services
are in place to help the adult victim and in addition to help the children who are often
overlooked.
We must be able to glve the message that physical or verbal violence of any type
is unacceptable by anybody and then teach alternatrve methods of solvrng conflict. With
this effectively in ptace, societal violence may also decrease. Although responsibility
uhimately falls on the male to correst his negatrve behavrors, the whole family system
needs assistance to cornbat the effects that may be experienced from that negative
behavror.
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Appendix A
Long Term Impact of Family Violence on Male Children
Consent Form
My name rs Michelle and I am an intern with South Suburban Familv Serv'ices i
am also a student in the Masters of Social Work Program at Augsburg College in
Minneapolis. I would like for you to partrcipate in a research study that I am completrng
as part of my graduate program.
Bac kground Information :
The purpose of this study is to look at childhood experiences and current
behaviors of mflr partrcipating in domestic violence classes. This information ma1- be
helpful in providing future services for children
Proced u res:
If vou agree to pafiicipate in this study, I would ask that you do the following
things The group facilitators wrll hand or:t the questionnaire to all $oup members before
going on break. Those wishing to participate may fill out the questionnaire. All group
members whether or not you participate, can put the complete or incomplete
questionnaire in the provided envelope as you leave for break. The anticipated
completion time for the questionnaire wrll be about l5 minutes. This will be the only
time you will be asked to complete this questionnaire
Risks and Benefits if Being in this Study:
The study does involve a nsk due to the sensitive subject matter of the questions
The questions wrll ask about some childhood expenences as well as current behavior.
Due to the sensitivilv of this subject matter vou may be bothered by the questions. You
ma)'discontinue answenng the quesnons at any point you feel uncomfortable.
Additionally you may contact Rose Mary Boerboom, Project Manager at 451-1434 if you
find you need to talk wlth someone about issues that may arise out olthese questions.
Participation in this project is voluntary and does not involve any direct benefit to
you. You may skrp any questions that you do not wrsh to answer and still remain in the
study. Completion of the questionnaire implies that you glve you informed consent to be
a partrcrpant in this study.
Once the questionnaires are complete, data will be cornpiled and then reported in
summary form.
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Confidentialitt:
lf vou decide to participate in this study, the researcher will not know who did or
did not complete the questionnaire There wrll be no iderrtitnttg information or coding
of the questionnaires. All participants responses to the questionnaire will remain
anonwnous.
The researcher will be the only one who will have access to the completed
questionnaires. Once the information is compiled from the questionnaires, all
questionnaires will be shredded.
Voluntary F{ature of the Study:
Your decision to participate in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or
not to partrcipate will not affect your currenl or future relations wrth Augsburg College or
South Suburban Family Services. If you decide to participate, you wrll be free to
withdraw at any time wtthout affecting those relationships.
Contacts and Questions:
Please address the following questions:
1) Do you understand that you are under no obligation to participate in this study'?
2) Do you understand the possible risks involved in participation?
If vou have anv questions about this project, )'ou may ask.vour group facilitator
before or after completron of the questronnaire. Additionally vou may contact Rose
Mary Boerboom at 451-1434 or my advisor Dr. Sharon Patten at 330-1723 with any
questions you may have.
You may keep thrs copy of the explanation for your own recorfu. Thank you for
your consideration.
s8
Appendix B
Questionnaire
The following questionnaire contains l7 questions. Some questions you may chetk onlv one categor.Y
while others you mflv check multiple categories. Once you have completed the questionnlire . please
put it in the provided envelope. Do not put your name or other identifying information on the
questionnaire. This will be the only time you will be asked to complete this questionnaire. The
anticipated completion time will be ahout 15 minutes.
1) Is this education class for you court ordered? or voluntary? (Check one)
2) Who were the members in your home growing up? ( Check all that apply )
mom 
- 
dad brother sister steP mom
step dad 
- 
grandma $andpa other (please specifo)
3) What discipline method was used toward you and your siblings in your home growing
up? (Check all that apply.)
losing pnvileges_ spanking time outs no discipline
gettrng gromded screaming/ yelling 
_ 
discussion
hitting with belts or objects other (please specifo)
4) Who did the discipline in your home growing up? (Check all that apply )
mom dad 
- 
step mom steP dad
grandma grandpa other (please specifu)
a
s9
5) Did l..ou ever see your mom or step mom being phvsicalt.r- hurt by her male parfner?
yes no
6) Did vou ever see your mom or step mom being called nalnes, sworn at, put dortn or
receiving verbal threats by her male partner? yes 
-- 
no
7) As a child how were problems or conflicts handled in your home between adutts?
(Check all that apply.)
one person left yetling/ screaming 
- 
compromise
physical altercations silence throwrng items / breaking items
discussions name calling other (please specifo)
B) Did your family ever receive services by any of the agencies listed below as a result of
physical or verbal violence wrthin your family? (Check all that apply.)
child protechon police counseling none
church other (please specifo)
9) Were you ever physically hurt by someone in your home?
yes 
_ 
no [f yes, by whom?
What physically occuned?-
10) Were you ever called names, screamed at, put down or verbally threatened by
someone in your home? 
--_ 
yes 
-- 
no If yes, by whom?
What verbally occurred?
60
1 I ) Do you have children? 
_ 
yes no
* If "yes" answer question # 12, if "no" skip to question # 13.
l2) What discipline methods have you used as a parent? (Check all that apply)
losing pnvileges 
_ 
spanking time outs no discipline
getting grounded 
_ 
screamingi yelling 
- 
discussion
hitting with belts or objects other (please specifo )
l3) How are or were problems or conflicts handled between you and your female partner
in your home? (Check all that apply)
one person [eft yelling/ screaming 
_ 
compromise
physical altercation silence throw items/ breaking items
discussion 
- 
name calling other (please speci$)
14) Is the way you handle problems or conflicts similar to the way problems or conflicts
were handled in your home as a child? 
- 
yes 
- 
no
Please explain 
_.
15 ) Your age (check one) I 8-30 -years 
--31-40 
years 4l -50 years
_ 
5l-60 years 6l-70 years 7l years and up
6l
l6) Your highest level of education completed
elementary school lunior high high school CED
vocational school 
- 
2 years college 4 years college
other (please specifo)
l7) You annual household income range 
-_-$0- 5,000 55,001- 15,000
$15,001- 25,000 s25,001- 30,000 
_$30,001- 37,000
S37, 001 and up
Thank }'ou For l'our Assistance!
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Appendix C
PARTICIPAhIT RESPONSE RATE & COMPOSITION
Total number of questionnaire distnbuted
Total number of questionnaire completed
Total number of questionnaire incomplete
I.lumber of partrcipants court ordered
Number of participants voluntary
Age of Participants:
Education Level:
Income Range:
Famill' Composition:
26
25
1
18-30
3140
4 1-50
5 t-60
60&up
Junior High
High School
Vocational
College
GED
No response
0-5,000
5001- 15,00
15,001-25,000
25,001 -30,000
30,001-37,000
37,001 and up
No response
Dad/ Step Dad
Mom/ Step Mom
Other
hlo Response
960,/o
1o,'o
22
J
88%
lZota
10
6
6
2
I
1
7
5
6
5
1
3
I
5
5
4
5
2
40%
24%
24%
8o/o
4%
4%
28o,'o
2A%
"1 ,'l o,,_L\ /O
20o/o
4o/o
t2%
4oio
20%
20o/o
16%
2A%
8o/o
80%
q60/0
960/o
40
20
24
1.,tL+
1
63
Discipline Received
Witnessing Physical
Witnessing Verbal.
Witnessed Both
Verbal,' Physical
Expereinced Both
Phvsical & Verbal:
Physical
Verbal
Positive
No Response
Yes
No
Absent Father
NR
Yes
No
Absent Father
NR
Yes
Neither
Either
Absent Father
Physical
Verbal
Postive
Absent Father
NR
Yes
Neither
NR
18 730,o
640n
200,,o
40,o
1.6
5
1
5
17
1
t1
t1
J
200,h
689o
120,'o
4
2
20
J
40o,"0
48%
r2%
r6%
44o/o
44%
12o/o
24%
564/o
36%
12%
4oio
8%
80%
r2%
4%
28o/o
36%
3za/o
4%
Family Conflicts
Handled:
I ntervention Received: Yes
No
NR
Experience Physical Only: Yes
Expenenced Verbal Only Yes
6
14
I
J
1
7
I
8
1
a
64
t0
12
J
CURREI{T BEIIAITORS:
Partic ipants r,r'ith children:
Discipline Used }*low:
Conflict W Partner
Handled:
Environment like Childhood:
Yes
No
Phr sical
Verbal
Positive
NR
Other
Doesn't Apply
Physical
Verbal
Postive
NR
Yes
No
hIA
1
6
I
2
1
4
I
t5
8
2
21
4
1l
II
't
840,1)
I60ro
120,,o
1tOL-t .o
320,h
8or'o
4orb
l6oio
32%
60or'o
32o,/o
80/o
44o/o
44%
l}ota
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